
UP100/PS
#AL8468

The UP100/PS is a great filter and protein skimmer combination 

for a small saltwater aquarium.  Special features of this unit 

make it completely unique to skimmers in this category.  The 

inner black box surface skims aquarium water then water 

is protein skimmed with a large venturi skimmer that has it 

own venturi pump.  The skimmer chamber has room for most 

submersible heaters.  A separate pump (included) returns the 

water to the aquarium through an Advanced Return.  Water is 

passed over fine filter padding removing bubbles and debris 

then through two more media chambers before to returning to 

the aquarium.  The UP100/PS can be easily modified for use as 

a siphon box by adding a one inch tank adapter to its bottom.  

This combination siphon box/protein skimmer is adaptable to 

any changes you make to your system over the years.Two 

pumps are included.  One for protein skimmer and one for tank 

circulation.

Dimensions:  12 X 4-1/2 X 15-1/4” 

UP100/PS CombinAtion SiPhon box And Protein Skimmer

#AL2216 These 6 x 6” overflows come with our two standard “Easy 

Clean” screen slots and are cut to your height specifications.  

We recommend having them made 1/4” shorter than the un-

derside of the tank trim.  This provides a safety overflow if the 

screens are not cleaned and became clogged.  The corners 

of the overflows may need to be trimmed to allow for silicone 

seams in glass tanks.  Mount unit to clean glass with aquarium 

silicone.  Place silicone on the edge of the overflow and mount, 

pressing the the unit firmly into the corner of a clean, empty 

aquarium.  Run an additional bead of silicone on the inside 

of the box and on the outside and clean accordingly.  Refer 

to the silicone instructions for drying time prior to exposing to 

water.  3/4 “ long, 1/4 “ wide routed slots. 
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We can not be responsible for prefilters that have been cut to your specifications and do not fit.
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